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equilibrium of chromosome 2 in
German families with schizophrenia.
1. Evidence from family studies points
to a significant role for genetic factors
in the etiology of schizophrenia. Since
linkage studies, using a variety of
genetic markers, have yielded
conflicting results, we examined
whether linkage to schizophrenia
might be restricted to a specific part of
the genome. 2. Markers highly
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associated with gene frequency in the
population could be identified on the
centromeric side of the D2 dopamine
receptor gene on chromosome 2. 3.
We performed a linkage study of all
families typed at D2 loci and found a
statistically significant linkage signal
(P less than 0.01) for the marker
D2S102. This locus could be excluded
for schizophrenia by the binomial test
with a 95% confidence level. 4. The
haplotype linked to the schizophrenia
risk locus was closely associated with a
polymorphism in the repeat (Y)1.2
element in the D2S102 flanking
region, located on the centromeric side
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of the D2 gene. 5. The two
polymorphisms, present at the risk and
non-risk allele, respectively, are in
strong linkage disequilibrium with
each other. /* * Copyright (C
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Different types of tea leaves were
examined for their acidity percentage .
.Cited by 0 Rabbits can drink far more
tea than humans, because while
humans metabolize tea, rabbits
metabolize their food, which is tea. .
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mixer->get_channel_gain_slots(); i++)
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{ unsigned int c = (idx * 2) + i; if (c
number_of_slots)
mixer_controls[c]->set_value(i,
cg[c]->get_value()); } return true; }
void PcmChannelGainControl::set_cha
nnel_gain(Channel *cx, unsigned idx)
{ // Note that PcmChannelGainSlots
mix in phase, period (50% peak-topeak) // and gain when the channel is
enabled, so that the total gain of all //
channels is the same in any case.
ChannelGainSlotsCfg *cgs =
cg_config->get_channel_gain_slots();
unsigned c = (idx *
cgs->number_of_slots) + cgs->idx;
std::vector &cg_slots = cgs->slots; if
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(cg_slots[c].enabled) { // if we're
already at 100% or below, increase,
otherwise // decrease. if
(cg_slots[c].get_value() = 100) { cg_sl
ots[c].set_value(cg_slots[c].get_value()
+ cg_slots[c].increase_value); } else {
cg_slots[c].set_value(cg_slots[c].get_v
alue() - cg_slots[c].decrease_value
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